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Quantum-mechanical path integrals with Wiener measure for all polynomial 
Hamiltonians. II 

Ingrid Daubechiesa) 

Theoretische Natuurkunde, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, B-J050 Brussels, Belgium 

John R. Klauder 
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Mu"ay Hill, New Jersey 07974 

(Received 8 January 1985; accepted for publication 3 May 1985) 

The coherent-state representation of quantum-mechanical propagators as well-defined phase
space path integrals involving Wiener measure on continuous phase-space paths in the limit that 
the diffusion constant diverges is formulated and proved. This construction covers a wide class of 
self-adjoint Hamiltonians, including all those which are polynomials in the Heisenberg operators; 
in fact, this method also applies to maximal symmetric Hamiltonians that do not possess a self
adjoint extension. This construction also leads to a natural covariance of the path integral under 
canonical transformations. An entirely parallel discussion for spin variables leads to the 
representation of the propagator for an arbitrary spin-operator Hamiltonian as well-defined path 
integrals involving Wiener measure on the unit sphere, again in the limit that the diffusion 
constant diverges. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For quantum systems the problem of providing a well
defined meaning for the heuristic and formal path-integral 
expressions for the propagator has attracted the attention of 
a number of workers. 1 The most commonly used prescrip
tion involves the continuum limit of a time-slicing formula
tion which, although perfectly correct,2 is sometimes criti
cized as being far removed from the idealized desired goal of 
an integration over a space of paths defined for a continuous
time parameter. Unfortunately, in such quantum formula
tions, and unlike the Feynman-Kac formula, the orders of 
integration and the continuum limit cannot be interchanged 
to yield a formulation on continuous-time path spaces. Not 
only does this procedure fail for configuration-space path 
integrals, but seemingly even more so for the far more widely 
applicable phase-space path integrals.3 

In this paper we propose an alternative to the time-slic
ing and continuum-limit procedure to define path integrals 
that leads to the quantum-mechanical propagator being giv
en by well-defined path integrals involving Wiener measure 
on continuous phase-space paths in the limit that the diffu
sion constant diverges.4 We are able to prove the existence of 
this formulation for a wide class of quantum Hamiltonians 
(described below) which includes all those that are polyno
mials in (Cartesian) P's and Q's. Indeed, our construction 
leads to a natural definition for the propagator even in cases 
where the Hamiltonian operator is maximal symmetric and 
admits no self-adjoint extension. Moreover, a formulation in 
terms of continuous phase-space paths permits one to make 
a transformation of integration variables, such as that in
volved in canonical transformations, with much greater care 
than usual (see the end of this section). We feel this possibility 
is just one of several advantages offered by our approach. 

A. Motivation, summary of principal results, and outline 
of the paper 

We begin by giving a heuristic overview of our formula
tion of quantum-mechanical phase-space path integrals. In 

al"Bevoegdverklaard navorser" at the Nationaal Fonds voor Wetenschap
pelijk Onderzoek, Belgium. 

terms of the canonical coherent states, defined in Dirac nota
tion for all (p,q) E H2 as 

I p,q) = e'lpQ- Qp1 10), 

where 10) is the normalized ground state of(P 2 + Q2)12, one 
can write the following formal expression for the coherent 
state matrix elements of exp( - iTH) (see Ref. 5): 

(p",q"le-iTHIP',q') =ff- 1 f exp [i ~ f (pq-qft)dt 

- i f H(p,q)dt ] 1) dp(t)dq(t). 

(Ll) 

This is only a formal expression because there is no well
defined measure underlying this "integral"; ff stands for a 
formal (actually infinite) "normalization constant." The 
function H (p,q) was defined in Ref. 5 as the diagonal coher
ent state matrix element of H 

H(p,q) = (p,qIH lP,q) , 

which, in the terminology of pseudodifferential operators, is 
equivalent with the "ordered symbol" corresponding to the 
operator H. 

It is possible to give meaning to the formal expression 
( 1.1) by inserting an extra factor 

exp [ - 21y f (p2 + q2)dt ] (1.2) 

into the integrand, and redefining ff in such a way that 

ff- 1 exp [ - 21y f (p2 + q2)dt ] 1) dp(t )dq(t) 

can be interpreted as a Wiener measure with diffusion con
stant y. The measure is pinned at p',q' at the initial time and 
at pH ,q" at the final time, a conditioning made possible by 
the use of the overcomplete coherent states. Since 
S( pdq - q dp) is a well-defined stochastic integral for this 
Wiener measure (and in fact the Ito and Stratonovich rules 
give the same result), then the function 
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exp[i ~ f(Pdq"-qdP)-if H(P,q)dt] 

is integrable with respect to the Wiener measure, and the 
resulting expression is a well-defined path integral. 

In the limit V-+oo the extra regularizing factor (1.2) for
mally tends to unity and the v-dependent path integrals re
vert to the original formal expression. This entirely formal 
argument suggests that the coherent state matrix element 
(p",q"lexp( - iTH)Jp',q') might be considered as the limit, 
as the diffusion constant v tends to 00, of well-defined phase
space path integrals with Wiener measure. 

Our main result is that this heuristic argument indeed 
contains some truth. More precisely, we will show that 

(p",q"lexp( - iTH)Jp',q') 

= ~~ 21re
vT/2 

f exp [i ~ f (pdq-qdp) 

- i f h (p,q)dt ] dp,"w(p,q), (1.3) 

where P,"w is the product of two independent Wiener mea
sures (one inp, one in q) with diffusion constant v, pinned at 
p',q' for t = 0, and at pIt ,q" for t = T. The normalization of 
the measure is given by 

f dp,"w(p,q) 

= [21rVT] -I exp {_ (p" - p')2 + (q" - q'f}. (1.4) 
2vT 

Its connected covariance is (x is either p or q) (t I .;;;t2 ) 

(x(t l)x(t2)C = (x(tl)x(t2) - (x(tl) (x(t2) 

= vtl(I - t2IT), (1.5) 

where «( . ) = f( • )dp,"wl JdP,"w. The formula is valid for all 
self-adjoint Hamiltonians for which the finite linear span Dc 
of the harmonic oscillator eigenstates is a core, and which 
can be written as 

H= --h(p,q)Jp,q)(p,ql. 
f

dPdq 
21r 

(1.6) 

The function h (p,q) must satisfy, for all a > 0, the bound 

The class of Hamiltonians satisyfing these conditions con
tains all Hamiltonians polynomial in P and Q. 

The function h (p,q) used in the integrand in (1.3) is de
fined by (1.6). The relation between h (p,q) and the diagonal 
matrix element H (p,q) is given by 

h (p,q) = exp[ - !(a; + B!)]H(p,q). (1.7) 

From (1. 7) one sees that generally h (p,q) =l=H (p,q); equality 
only holds when H (p,q) is linear in p and q. In pseudodiffer
ential operator terminology, h (p,q) is equivalent to the "an
tiordered" symbol. From the difference between hand Hone 
sees that (1.3) is more than just a "regularization" of (1. I) by 
(1.2). We shall return later (at the end of Sec. II) to the role 
played by h (p,q). 
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As a matter of fact, our approach can also handle sym
metric operators which are not self-adjoint. Formula (1.3) 
still holds if the closure of H IDe is maximal symmetric, 
where we then have to write either exp( - iHT) or 
exp( - iH*T) in the matrix element on the left-hand side, 
according to which deficiency index of HID is zero (see 
Theorem 2.4 in Sec. II C). Here H is again defined by (1.6), 
and the growth restriction on h ensures that H is well defined 
on Dc. 

Note also that the regularization procedure which con
sists of inserting terms of type (1.2) into (1.1) in order to 
obtain (1.3) cannot work for the ordinary configuration
space path integral (whereas we assert here that it does work 
for the coherent-state, phase-space path integral). The rea
son for this is that the configuration-space path integral con
tains (formally) factors of the type exp(i!fq2 dt) in the inte
grand. This cannot be regularized by inserting an extra 
factor exp( - !v- I f q2 dt ); an old argument6 shows that it is 
impossible to define the Brownian measure with a nonreal 
diffusion constant [or, alternatively, exp(i!fq2 dt) is not a 
measurable function with respect to a Wiener measure]. One 
could imagine inserting exp( - !v- I fil dt ); however, the ad
ditional data needed at the initial and final times are outside 
the scope of the configuration-space approach (it is more 
nearly like the coherent-state approach; compare, however, 
Ito, Ref. I). 

For the proof of (1.3) we shall first show that the path 
integral in the right-hand side of(1.3) can be considered, for 
finite v, as the integral kernel of a contraction operator on 
L 2(R2), the set of square-integrable functions on phase space. 
This will be done in Sec. II B, after we have defined all the 
necessary machinery in Sec. II A. In Sec. II C we take the 
limit V-+oo, and prove (1.3) (Theorem 2.4). For reasons of 
simplicity we will restrict ourselves to the case of one degree 
of freedom, i.e., to a two-dimensional phase space. Every
thing we do can be trivially extended to any finite number of 
degrees of freedom. 

In Sec. III we discuss path integrals for Hamiltonians 
containing spin operators. Again we consider path-integral 
expressions for coherent-state matrix elements ofthe evolu
tion operators corresponding to these Hamiltonians. The co
herent states used here are associated with SU(2) rather than 
with the Heisenberg group, and are labeled by elements of S 2 
rather than of R2. In our construction we shall be able to 
treat an arbitrary Hamiltonian written, analogously to (1.6), 
as a superposition of diagonal dyadic operators in the spin 
coherent states (this representation has been studied and 
used before; its first use in the construction of path integrals 
for spin systems was by Lieb7

). Once the appropriate defini
tions are formulated (Sec. III A), the analysis of Sec. II car
ries over to the spin case without any problem, and we there
fore shall only state the result, without detailed proofs (Secs. 
III B and III C). 

We have already announced our principal results in Ref. 
4, in a slightly weaker version. The proofs outlined in Ref. 4 
are, however, different from the ones we give here, though 
there is some connection. In the Appendix we compare the 
two versions, and show how our previous approach fits into 
the present framework. 
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B. Canonical transformations 

As an illustration of our path-integral formalism we 
conclude this Introduction with a few remarks about how 
time-independent canonical transformations appear in our 
approach. For this purpose it is useful to interpret all sto
chastic integrals and stochastic differential equations in the 
sense of Stratonovich,8 and this we shall do in this subsec
tion. We introduce new canonical coordinates p = p(p,q) 
and ij = ij(p,q), which are classically connected, for exam
ple, by the relation 

pdq - q dp = P dij - ij dp + 2 dF(p,ij;p,q). 

The stochastic variables p and ij satisfy the stochastic differ
ential equations given by 

dp= ap dp+ ap dq, dij= aq dp+ aq dq, 
ap aq ap aq 

and their solution determines a new, generally non-Gaussian 
measure W(p,ij) according to dW(p,ij) = dJ.Lw(p,q). In the 
new canonical coordinates (1.3) becomes 

(p" ,ij" Ie - iTH W' ,ij') 

= ~~ 21Te
vT12 f exp[i ! f (p dij - ij dp)] 

- i f ii (p,ij)dt ] d,uV(p,ij), (1.8) 

where ii (p,ij) = h (p( p,ij),q( p,ij)), and where we have incor
porated the effects of F by defining the states 

w,ij) =exp[iF(p,ij;p(p,ij),q(p,ij))] I p(p,ij),q(p,ij). 

With this phase convection, (1.8) is canonically equivalent to 
(1.3); the phase is still given by the classical action for sto
chastic phase-space paths; what is different is the weighting 
of those paths by the integration measure. Note that the mea
suresji'" andJ.Lw are typically mutually singular, as is already 
the case ifp = ap, ij = q/a, for a >0, a=j:. 1. 

It is straightforward to extend the foregoing discussion 
to time-dependent canonical transformations. 

II. THE CANONICAL CASE 

A. Definitions and basic properties 

We start by a review of the definition and some of the 
properties of the canonical coherent states. Let JY' be a sep
arable complex Hilbert space carrying an irreducible, 
strongly continuous unitary representation W (p,q) of the 
Weyl commutation relations 

W(p',q')W(p",q") 

= exp[i!(p'q" - p"q')]W(p' + p",q' + q"). 

The position operator Q and the momentum operator Pare 
the infinitesimal generators of the strongly continuous uni
tary groups W(p,O), W(O, - q), respectively; one has 

W(p,q) = exp[i(pQ - qP)] 

= exp( - i!pq)exp(ipQ)exp( - iqP). (2.1) 

We define (J) E JY' to be the normalized ground state of the 
harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian 

!(P 2 + Q2 _ 1)(J) = 0. 

2241 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 26, No.9, September 1985 

The canonical coherent states (cs) are defined as 

(J)p,q = W(p,q)(J). 

They form an overcomplete set of vectors in K with "over
lap function" 

«(J)p",q" ,(J) p',if) = exp [i!(p'q" - p" q') 

-l(p" - p')2 -l(q" - q'n (2.2) 

They also give rise to the following "resolution of unity": 

f dpdq (t/J,(J) p,q) «(J)p,q,t/J ) = (t/J,t/J). 
21T 

This can be viewed as a special case of 

f dPdq 
~ (t/JI,W(P,q)t/J2) (W(P,q)t/JI,t/J2) 

= (t/JI,t/J2) (t/Jt>t/J2)' 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 
Note: In the usual Schrodinger representation, one has 

JY' = L 2(R). The W(p,q) act then as follows: 

[W(p,q)J](x) = exp( - i!pq + ipx)f(x - q). 

The vector (J) p,q is given by the familiar functions 

(J)p,q(x) = 1T- 1/4 exp[ - i!pq + ipx -!(x _ q)2]. 

Settingp = q = ° gives (J)(x). 
We shall also use the harmonic oscillator excited states 

(J) k' defined by 

!(P 2 + Q2 _ l)wk = Wk' (2.5) 

In analogy with the definition of the cs we define 

(J)f,q = W(P,q)wk' 

In order to alleviate many of the expressions in what 
follows, we shall often make use of Dirac's bra-ket notation 
in scalar products, matrix elements, and dyadic operators 
involving the coherent states. We shall write, e.g., 

(p,qlt/J ) = «(J)p,q,t/J ) (t/J eKj, 

(k It/J ) = «(J)k ,t/J ), 

(p,q;k It/J ) =«(J) ~,q,t/J ), 

( p" ,q" Ip' ,q') == «(J) p" ,q" ,(J) p',q,) , 

Ip,q) (p,ql = (J)p,q«(J)p,q,.), 

Ip,q;k )(p,q;ll = (J){,q«(J)f'9,')' 

In these notations (2.3), e.g., can be written as 

f dPdq 
~ Ip,q)(p,ql = l;y, (2.6) 

where the integral converges weakly, according to (2.3). As a 
matter of fact, (2.6) also converges strongly; see, e.g., the 
remark following Lemma 2.3 in Sec. II C. Equation (2.4) 
implies 

f dPdq --Ip,q;k ) (p,q;l I = 8kl l;y. 
21T 

(2.7) 

For matrix elements «(J)p",q",A (J)P',q,) we shall use the nota
tion (p" ,q" IA p',q') rather than the more common bra-ket 
notation (p" ,q" IA Ip' ,q') (i.e., we use a space instead ofthe 
second vertical bar) in order to avoid confusion in case A is 
not symmetric. 
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In the next section we shall interpret the right-hand side 
of (1.3) as the integral kernel of an operator on L 2(JR2); this 
operator can be constructed explicitly, and its limit for 
v_ 00 can then be taken later. In order to do all this, we shall 
need the following definitions and constructions. 

We shall use the notation L 2(V) for the Hilbert space 
L 2(R2) with the normalization 

11/112 = f d~:q If(p,qW. 

For t/I E Jr', we shall denote by I." the function 

I.,,(p,q) = (p,qlt/l)· 

It follows from (2.3) that the map tfJ-I." is isometric from Jr' 
into L 2( V); the image of Jr' under this map is a closed sub
space Jr'o of L 2( V). The properties of Jr'o are well known9; 
its elements are products of analytic functions in p + iq with 
the Gaussian exp[ -1(p2 + q2)]. We shall denote the iso
morphism between Jr' and Jr'o by U 

U:Jr'-Jr'o, (Ut/I)(p,q) = (p,qlt/l). (2.8) 
A 

We shall also ~ake use of the operator U:Jr' _L 2( V), 
which is defined as U = IoU, where I is the natural embed
ding of Jr'o into L 2( V). The orthogonal projection operator 
in L 2(V), onto Jr'o, will be denoted by Po. 

Define also 

hk/(p,q) = (W(p,q)CtJk,CtJ/ ) = (p,q;k II). (2.9) 

These functions can be explicitly calculated; they are related 
to the generalized Laguerre functions, and can all be written 
as the product of a polynomial in p,q with exp[ _ (p2 
+ q2)/4]. One easily sees from (2.4)thatthehkl areorthonor-

mal in L 2( V); as a matter offact, they form a complete ortho
normal basis for L 2( V) (see Ref. 10). From (2.8) one then sees 
that the hoi are a complete orthonormal basis for Jr'o. We 
shall use the notation D for the set of finite linear combina
tions of the hkl . Note that for any t/I E Jr' 

A f dPdq . (hkl,Ut/I) = ~ (I [p,q;k )(p,q;Olt/l) 

= 8ko (llt/l)· 

Suppose that R is a (bounded) operator on Jr'. The unitary 
map U transports this operator to UR U -Ion Jr'o' A simple 
way to extend URU -1 to all ofL 2(V) is to "fill in zeros," i.e., 
we define R on L 2( V) such that 

A A -1 . 
RI= URU 'f, If/EJr'o· 

(2.10) 

A 

It turns out that R is an integral operator on L 2(V) 

A 

= 8ok8or (hoi ,Rhos ) 

= 8ok8or (CtJI,RCtJs) 

x (l [P",q")(p",q"IRp',q')(p',q'ls) 

2242 J. Math. Phys .• Vol. 26. No.9. September 1985 

= f dp" dq" f dp' dq' 
211' 211' 

X (l [p",q";k )(p",q";OIRp',q',O) (p',q';rls) 

= f dp" dq" f dp' dq' 
211' 211' 

X hk/(p" ,q")( p" ,q" IR p',q')h,.(p',q'). (2.11) 
A 

Hence R has integral kernel (p" ,q" IR p',q'); note that this 
integral kernel (since it is a cs matrix element in Jf) is a 
smooth function of p" ,q" , p' ,q'. 

For H a (possibly unbounded) self-adjoint operator on 
Jr', we have 

(2.12) 
A 

(here we have extended our construction of H to unbounded 
operators; for the Hamiltonians we shall consider, however, 
this is not a problem). It is necessary to introduce Po in (2.12) 

A A 

because H(l- Po) = 0, hence [exp( - itH)](I- Po) 
A 

= 1 - Po, whereas [exp( - itH)] (1 - Po) = 0 [see (2.10)]. 
For the special class of operators Rand H, which can be 

written as 

f dPdq 
R = ~r(p,q)[P,q)(p,ql, 

A 

another natural extension, different from R, is possible. De-
fine the multiplication operator 

Rv:L 2(V)_L 2(V), (Rv/)(p,q) = r(p,q)/(p,q). (2.13) 

Then 

f dPdq 
(ho/,Rvhos) = ~ (l [p,q)r(p,q)(p,qls) 

= (lIRs), 

which shows that PoR vPo IKo = UR U -1, hence 
A 

PoRvPo =R. (2.14) 

We are now ready to tackle our path integral. In the next 
subsection we shall see that, for finite v, the path integral in 
the right-hand side of(1.3) can be interpreted as the integral 
kernel of an operator onL 2(V), which we can construct expli
citly. 

B. Interpretation of the path Integral (for finite v) as an 
Integral kernel on L Z( V) 

Let us introduce the symbol 9 y (h ) for the expression in 
the right-hand side of (1.3) 

9 y(h;p",q",t ";p',q',t') 

= 211'ev(t" - ")12 f exp [i ~ f (p dq - q dp) 

- i f h (p,q)dt ] dp.'W(p,q), (2.15) 

where again the measure p. 'W is the product of two indepen
dent Wiener measures with diffusion constant v, and pinned 
at p',q' for t = t' and at p" ,q" for t = t ", respectively 
(t" >t'). 

If we put h = 0, 9 y can be calculated explicitly; the 
result is (for the case v = 1, this calculation was carried out 
in Ref. 11) 
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&' v(h = O;p",q",t ",p',q',t') 

e I ( ,,, "') *" -t'V2 { . 
= 2sinh[v(t" -t')/2] exp "2 pq -p q 

_.! coth v(t" - t ') X [(pIt _ p')2 + (q" _ q')2]} . 
4 2 

(2.16) 

By their definition, these &' v(h = 0) have a semigroup prop
erty, as can also be checked by explicit calculation 

I dp' dq' &' (h = O'p" q" t "'p' q' t') 
21T v """ 

x&' v(h = O;p',q',t ';p,q,t) 

= &' v(h = 0; p" ,q",t ", p,q,t ). 

From (2.16) one sees that 

I&' v(h = O;p",q\t ";p',q',t ')1 

<e*"-t')(2[v(t" _ t ')]-1 

(2.17) 

Xexp{ - [(pIt - p')2 + (q" - q')2]/[2v(t" - t')]]. 

(2.18) 

Sinceforalla>Othefunctionpa(p,q) = exp[ _ a(p2 + q2)] 
is in L I(R2), the upper bound (2.18) implies that for t " #- t " 
&' v(h = 0) is the integral kernel of a bounded operator 
EO(v;t ",t') on L 2(V) 

&' v(h = O;p",q",t ";p',q',t') 

= [EO(v;t ",t')](p",q";p',q'). (2.19) 

The bound (2.18) implies IIEO(v;t ",t'lIl<e*" -t')o From the 
semigroup relation (2.17) we see that 

EO(v;t ",t)E°(v;t,t') = EO(v;t ",t'). 

It is also easy to check from (2.16) that 

[EO(v;t ",t ')] * = EO(v;t",t '). 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

As t" tends to t '(t "--+t '), it is clear from (2.16) that 
&' v(h = O;p" ,q",t ";p',q',t ') tends to 21Tt5 (p" - p'}t5(q" - q') 
in the sense of distributions. Using (2.20), (2.21), and 
IIEO(v;t",t'lIl<e*"-t'), this implies s-limt"~t' EO(v;t",t') 
= I on L 2( V). Moreover, one sees from the explicit expres

sion (2.16) that the &' v (h = 0) depend on the initial and final 
times t ',t " only through the difference (vt" - vt '). Putting 
all this together, we conclude that, for fixed v, the E O(v,t ) 
= E O(v;t,O) form a strongly continuous semigroup (in t) of 
bounded operators. Hence 

EO(v;t ",t') = EO(v,t" - t') = exp[ - vA (t" - t ')], 
(2.22) 

where A is a self-adjoint operator on L 2(V). The bound 
IIEO(v,t )1I<evt implies A;;;. - 1. The operator A can be calcu
lated explicitly from (2.16). One finds 

A = H - (a; + a;) + i(p aq - q ap ) + !(p2 + q2) - 1] 

= ! [( - i ap + q/2)2 + ( - i aq - p/2)2 - 1]. (2.23) 

It is particularly interesting to note, if A is interpreted as 
a Hamiltonian onL 2(]R2), that it describes a two-dimensional 
particle in the presence of a constant magnetic field orthogo
nal to the plane of motion. Indeed, exactly such a Hamilton
ian arises in the two-dimensional quantized Hall effect, and 
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good use has been made of coherent state techniques in the 
study of this problem. 12 Because of this magnetic field ana
logy, we know immediately that A has a purely discrete spec
trum (the Landau levels for the corresponding magnetic 
field). As a matter off act, we already have an expression for a 
set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for A. Recalling the de
finition (2.9) of the hk1 , and using the definitions (2.5) and 
(2.1) ofthe ll)k and W(p,q), respectively, one finds 

(2.24) 

This will be useful for our analysis of the v--+ 00 limit below. 
It follows immediately from (2.24) that D, the set of finite 
linear combinations of the hkl' is a core for A. Note that 
(2.24) also implies A>O. We have therefore IIEO(v,t)1I 
= lIexp( - vAt)1I < 1, which means that the EO(v,t) are a 

strongly continuous contraction semigroup. 
Let us now look at the case where h is not identically 

zero. We shall consider functions h satisfying, for all a > 0, 
the condition 

I dp dqlh (p,qWexp[ - a(p2 + i)] < 00. (2.25) 

This is automatically fulfilled if, e.g., 

I dp dqlh (p,qW exp[ - ,8(p2 + q2)Y] < 00, 

for some ,8>0 and O<r < 1. 
Condition (2.25) ensures that the path integral (2.15) is 

well defined. To see this, we only need to check that 
IfJ'h (p(t ),q(t ))dt I is finite for almost all paths (p(t ),q(t)) in 
the support of Il"w. This is certainly true if 

I {iT Ih (p(t ),q(t ))Idt }dll"w(P,q) < 00. 

Using the definition of Il"w, we can rewrite this condition as 

iT dt I dp dqlh (p,qll(21TVt}-1 

{ 
(p _ p')2 + (q _ q')2} X exp - ..:.:....--=-'--'-:..:..---=-"--

2vt 
X [21Tv{T- t)]-I exp{ _ [(p _p")2 

+ (q - q")2]/[2v(T - t)]} < 00. (2.26) 

For h satisfying condition (2.25), we can use the Cauchy
Schwarz inequality to bound the left-hand side of (2.26) by 

C iT t -I(T_ t)-I I dpdqexp { _ (p _p')2; (q _q')2 

Xexp {2T(IP'IIP"1 + Iq'lIq"Il}. 
v[T 2-t(T-t)] 
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Since, for te[O,T], T 2 -t(T-t»3T2/4, one immedi
ately sees that expression (2.27) is finite, and hence that 
[!JJ ,,(h) is well defined for allp',q',p",q". From (2.15) we see 
then that, for all h satisfying (2.25), 

I [!JJ ,,(h; pIt ,q" ,t" ;p',q',t ')1 

.;;;21Te*" - t')12 J dp'i¥(p,q) 

e*" -t')/2 { (p" _ p')2 + (q" _ q ')2} 
.;;; exp- . 

v(t " - t ') 2v(t" - t ') 

(2.28) 

Since h is time independent, [!JJ" (h ) will depend on t " ,t ' only 
through the difference t" - t'. Together with (2.28) this im
plies that [!JJ ,,(h ) is the integral kernel of a bounded operator 
E(v,h;t" - t') onL 2(V) 

[!JJ ,,(h;p" ,q" ,t ";p',q',t ') = [E (v,h;t" - t ')](p" ,q";p',q'), 
. (2.29) 

with 
IIE(v,h;t )11.;;;e"t12. (2.30) 

From the path integral definition (2.15) one immediately sees 
that the semigroup property (2.17) for the [!JJ ,,(h ) also holds 
for h ;60. This implies [t l ,t2>0;E(v,h;0) =1] 

E(v,h;tl )E(v,h;t2) = E(v,h;tl + t2), (2.31) 

i.e., the E (v,h;t) form a semigroup. 
WewanttoshowthattheE(v,h;t)actuallyformastrong

Iy continuous semigroup of contractions on L2(V) [which 
means we have to do better than (2.30)!]. In order to do this, 
we shall proceed in several steps. We shall first consider h in 
Co, the C '" functions vanishing at 00. Then we shall extend 
our results to bounded h, and in a third step we generalize to 
all h satisfying condition (2.25). 

For any h satisfying (2.25), we define H v to be [as in 
(2.13)] the multiplication operator by h (p,q) 

(Hvl)(p,q) = h (p,q)/(p,q). (2.32) 

{exp[ - (vA + iHv)T] J(p",q";p',q') 

We shall always assume that h is a real function, which im
plies that H v is self-adjoint. If h is not bounded, the domain 
D (H v) of H v consists of all Ie L 2(V) for which hi is still 
square integrable. Because of the special form of the hkl we 
have 

Ihkl (p,q)I';;;C(1 + p2 + q2t exp[ _ (p2 + q2)/4] 

(C and n depend on k and /); together with (2.25) this implies 
that hkl e D (H v) for all k,l. 

Let us now consider h e Co. Then H v is a bounded 
operator. On thedomainD(A ) of A we can define vA + iHv. 
This is a closed operator, which is the generator of a strongly 
continuous contraction semigroup (both vA and iH v are 
generators, and H v is A bounded with relative bound zero; 
see, e.g., Kato's book,13 p. 499). The integral kernel of 
exp[ - (vA + iHv)T] is given by the Trotter product for
mula 
{exp[ - (vA + iHv)T] J(p",q";p',q') 

= .J~ J ... J iio {[exp( - VAE)](Pj+ I,qj+ 1 ;Pj,qj) 

X exp [ - ih (Pj ,qj)E Jl ft (d
Pj 

d
qj

) 
j=1 217' 

= lim 217' J ... J ft ( exp(vEI2) 
N_", j=O 41TSinh(VE/2) 

xexp{(iI2)(pjqj+ 1 - Pj+ Iqj) 

-! coth(vEI2)[(Pj+ I _pj)2 + (qj+1 _qj)2} 

Xexp[ - ih (Pj,qj)E]) ill (dpj dqj) 

[use (2.16) and (2.17)]. 

Here we have used the notations Po = p', qo = q', PN+ I 
=p", qN+ I = q", and E = T I(N + 1). In the limit for 

N---+oo, we can replace [sinh(vE!2)] -I and coth(vE/2) by 
their first-order approximation 2/ EV (higher-order terms do 
not contribute in the limit). This leads to 

= 21Te"T/2 lim J ... J.ft (exp {..!.. i[ Pj(qj+ 1 - qj) - qj(Pj+ 1 - pj)]} exp[ - ih (Pj,qj)E]) 
N_", J=O 2 

X ft ([21TVE] -I exp { _ (qj+ I - qj)2 + (Pj+ 1 - pj)2}) .ft (dpj dqj) 
j=O 2VE J= 1 

= 21Te"T12 J exp [i ~ J (p dq - q dp) - i J h (p,q)dt ] dp'i¥(p,q) 

= [!JJ ,,(h;p",q",T;p',q',O). (2.33) 

Here we have used the continuity of h in the limit so that as 
N---+oo , 

exp [ -ijto h(Pj,qj)E] ---+exp [ -i J h(P,q)dt]. 

Comparing (2.33) with (2.29) we see that for h e Co, 
E(v,h;t)=exp[ -(vA+iHv)t]. (2.34) 

This implies that for h in Co we have achieved our goal: the 
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I 
E (v,h;t) form a strongly continuous contraction semigroup. 

For h in L "', the operator H v defined by (2.32) is still 
bounded. The operator vA + iH v' defined on D (A), is 
therefore still a generator of a strongly continuous contrac
tion semigroup. We can find functions hn in Co such that 
Ihn (p,q)l.;;; IIh II '" for allp,q andhn (p,q}---+h (p,q) almost ever
ywhere (a.e.). By the dominated convergence theorem, one 
sees immediately from (2.15) that this implies [!JJ v(hn) 
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-n_", r?Jl v(h) pointwise. On the other hand, (vA + iHv,nlf 
_(vA + iHvlf for all/ED(A), and therefore vA + iHv,n 
converges to vA + iH v in the strong resolvent sense (see Ref. 
13, Theorem VIII 1.5), where we have used the notation 
H V.n for the multiplication operator by hn on L 2(V). Hence 

s-lim exp[ - (vA + iHv,n)t] = exp[ - (vA + iHv)t]. 
n_", 

Using (2.28) [note that this upper bound on r?Jl v(h) is inde
pendent of h !] one can therefore apply the dominated conver
gence theorem to see that [f, g eL 2(V)] 

(f,exp[ - (vA + iHv)t] g) 

= lim (f,exp[ - (vA + iHv,n)t] g) 
n_", 

- I' f dp" dq" J dp' dq' I( " ") -1m --p,q 
n_", 21T 21T 

X r?Jl v(hn;p" ,q",t;p',q',O) g(p',q') 

= J dP~:q" J dP~:q' I(p",q") 

X r?Jl v(h;p",q",t;p',q',O)g(p',q') 

= (f,E(v,h;t)g). 

Hence E (v,h;t) = exp [ - (vA + iH v)t ] for hE L "', which 
implies again that the E (v,h;t) form a strongly continuous 
contraction semigroup, now for all h E L "'. 

Finally, let us take a general function h satisfying (2.25). 
Let hn (p,q) be defined as 

hn(p,q) = h (p,q), if Ih (p,q)I';;;n, 
(2.35) 

hn(p,q) = 0, otherwise. 

Clearlylimn_", hn(p,q) = h (p,q)(hn converges pointwise to 
h, a.e.), while Ihn(p,q)l.;;; Ih (p,q)1 for allp,q. By thedominat
ed convergence theorem we have therefore, for every path 
[pIt ),q(t)] for which scflh (p,q)ldt is finite, that 

T T 

!!..~ J hn(p,q)dt = J h (p,q)dt. (2.36) 

° o 

Since scflh (p,q)ldt is finite a.e. with respect to f.L"w (see 
above), (2.36) implies, again by the dominated convergence 
theorem, that for allp',q',p",q" 

lim r?Jl v(hn;p",q",T;p',q',O) 

= r?Jl ,,(h; p" ,q" ,T; p',q',O). 

Take now any I E L 2( V). We have then 

II [E(v,h;t) - E(v,hn;t)] 1112 

= J dpdq J dpi dql J dp2dq2 I( ) 
21T 21T 21T Pl>ql 

X [r?Jl v(h;p,q,t;PI,ql'O) - r?Jl v(hn;p,q,t;Pl>ql'O)] 

X [r?Jl ,,(h;p,q,t;P2,q2'0) - r?Jl ,,(hn;p,q,t;P2,q2'0)] 

x/(p2,q2)' 

(2.37) 

Using the pointwise convergence (2.37) and the upper 
bound (2.28) one sees that this integral converges to zero for 
n-oo, by the dominated convergence theorem. Hence 
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s-lim E (v,hn;t) = E (v,h;t). (2.38) 

Since hn E L '" for all n, the E (v,hn;t ) are contraction opera
tors. Hence the strong convergence (2.38) implies 

liE (v,h;t III.;;; 1. (2.39) 

Taking (2.31) into account, we therefore only need to prove 
still that 

s-lim E (v,h;t) = 1 (2.40) 
t-o 

in order to conclude that theE (v,h;t ) form a strongly contin
uous contraction semigroup. Since theE (v,h;t ) are uniformly 
bounded, and sinceD, the set of finite linear combinations of 
the hkl' is dense, it is sufficient to prove, for all k,l, 

(2.41) 

To prove (2.41) we shall again use the L '" functions hn de
fined by (2.35). Since hn E L "', we know that E (v,hn;t) 
= exp [ - (vA + iH v,n)t ]. Fix k,l. Since hkl ED (A ) 
= D (vA + iH v,n)' Gn (t) = E (v,hn;t )hk1 is differentiable, 

and 

II:t Gn(t) I I = IIE(v,hn;t)[vA +iHv,n]hk11l 

.;;;vk + Illhn Ihklll .;;;vk + Illh Ihklll, (2.42) 

where we have used IIE(v,hn;t)II.;;;I, Ahkl = khkl> and 
Ihn(p,q)I.;;;lh (p,qll. The fact that the upper bound (2.42) on 
lI(d Idt)Gn(t)1I is independent ofn implies that the Gn form 
an equicontinuous family of vector-valued functions of t. 
Since Gn (t ) converges to E (v,h;t )hk1 for every t, the equicon
tinuity of the Gn implies thatE(v,h;t)hk1 is continuous in t. 
We have thus proved (2.41), and hence (2.40). 

We have now achieved our goal, i.e., we have shown that 
for all functions h satisfying (2.25), r?Jl v(h;p",q",t;p',q',O) is 
the integral kernel for a strongly continuous contraction se
migroup E (v,h;t). This contraction semigroup can be con
sidered as a "perturbation" of the semigroup EO(v,T) 
= exp( - vAt). If h is a bounded function, the multiplica

tion operator H" is bounded, and one sees from (2.34) that 
E (v,h;t) satisfies the integral equation 

T 

E(v,h;T) = EO(v,T) - i J ds E(v,h;T - s}HvEO(v,s). 

° (2.43) 

For a general unbounded h, (2.43) cannot be written as an 
operator equation, because of domain problems. However, 
we shall see that (2.43) is still true in a "weak" sense for 
functions h satisfying (2.25). 

Take any (real) functionh satisfying (2.25). Let [pIt ),q(t)] 
be a path in the support of f.L"w for which scflh (p,qlldt is 
finite. Then F(s) = exp[ - i{;h (p,q)dt] is a function of 
bounded variation on the interval [O,T]. Hence, Fis differen
tiable a.e. and by the fundamental theorem of calculus 

F'(s) = ih (p(s),q(s))F(s), a.e. 

Hence 
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T 

F(T) = F(O) + i f ds h (p(s),q(s))F(s), 

o 

or 

exp [ - i I h(p,q)dt ] 

= 1-/ I dsh(W),q\Y))exp [ -i J h(P,q)dt]. 

Since for h satisfying (2.25), scflh (p,q)ldt is finite a.e. with 
respect to J.''W, we can insert the above expression into the 
definition (2.15) of f!jJ v(h), which gives 

f!jJ v(h;p",q",T;p',q',O) 

= f!jJ v(h = O;p",q",T;p',q',O) - i21revT12 

x J {I dsh(p~'q~))exp [i ~ J (Pdq-qdp)] 

xexp [ - i J h (p,q)dt ]} ,*,'M;~;.f(p,q). (2.44) 

In order to avoid confusion we have, for this computation 
only, explicitly labeled the Brownian bridge measureJ.''W by 
its initial and final times, together with the pinned values of 
p,q at these times. For every sin (O,T) we can write 

d,J.V,!'":(,T = f dp dq dllV,!,",q",T ® dllV,,!,~,,, • r-W;p ,q ,0 r-W;P.q.s r- W;p,q ,0 

We insert this into (2.44). The multiple integral we thus ob
tain is absolutely convergent if h satisfies (2.25) [see (2.26)], 
We are therefore allowed to change the order ofthe integra
tions, which yields 

f!jJ v(h; p" ,q" ,T; p' ,q' ,0) 

= f!jJ v(h = O;p",q",T;p',q',O) 
T 

- if ds f d~:q f!jJ v(h;p",q",T;p,q,s) 

o 

Xh (p,q)f!jJ v(h = 0; p,q,s;p',q',O). (2.45) 

For flO}; ED, we multiply this expression by 

fl(P",q")f2(P',q'), and integrate over p",q",p',q'. We can 
use the fact that for some C,n,I.Ij(p,q)1 
<C(1+p2+q2)ft exp[_(p2+q2)14](j=1,2) to show 
that the multiple integral converges absolutely; we may 
therefore again change the order of the integrations, which 
leads, for allfl.J2 ED, to 

(fl,E(v,h;T)h) = (fl,EO(v,T)h) 

T 

- i f ds( fl,E (v,h;T - s)H vE O(v,s)h). 

o 

(2.46) 
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Formula (2.46) holds for all functions h satisfying (2.25). 
Note that EO(v,t) leaves D invariant; since DCD(Hv), all 
the terms in (2.46) are well defined. 

Putting together all the preceding results, we see that we 
have proved the following proposition. 

Proposition 2.1: Let h be a real function satisfying, for all 
a>O, 

f dpdqlh (p,qWexp[ - a(p2 + q2)] < 00. 

Then 

f!jJ v(h;p",q ",T;p',q',O) 

= 21re
vT/2 f exp[i ~ f (p dq - q dp) 

- i f h (p,q)dt ] dJ.''W 

is well defined. Here J.''W is a Gaussian measure completely 
determined by its normalization (1.4) and its connected co
variance (1.5). Moreover, there exists a strongly continuous 
contraction semigroup E (v,h;t) on L 2( V) such that we have 
the following. 

(1) E (v,h;t ) is an integral operator, with kernel 

[E(v,h;t)](p",q";p',q') = f!jJ v(h;p",q",t;p',q',O). 

(2) For allJ, g E D, 

(J,E(v,h;T)g) = (J,EO(v,T)g) 

T 

- i f dt (J,E (v,h;T - t)H vEO(v,t )g). 

o 

This proposition will enable us, in the next section, to study 
the limit for v_ 00 • 

From the path integral definition (2.15) for f!jJ v(h) one 
can easily check that 

f!jJ v( - h;p",q",T;p',q',O) = f!jJ v(h;p',q',T;p",q",O). 
(2.47a) 

This implies 

E (v, - h;t ) = E (v,h;t )*. (2.47b) 

c. Taking the limit v- 00 

Let us again first consider the case h = o. Since the hoi 
span thesubspaceJro ' we see from (2.24) thate-VTA_po as 
V-oo. Hence, as v_ 00, 

f!jJ v(h = 0; p",q",T;p',q',O) 

= [exp( - vAT)](p",q";p',q'I-Po(p",q";p',q'). 

(2.48) 
A A 

Since Po = (lK) [using the definition (2.10) of R for 
R E flj (Jf1], its integral kernel is given by [use (2.11)] 

Po(p",q";p',q') = (p",q" Jp',q'). (2.49) 

Putting (2.48) and (2.49) together yields, as v-oo, 

f!jJ v(h = O;p",q",T;p',q',0I-(p",q"Jp',q'). 

This is exactly statement (1.3), specialized to the case h == O. 
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For h #0, the same will happen. If h is bounded, t?Jl v(h ) 
is the integral kernel of exp[ -(vA+iHv)T]. Since 
A (1 - Po» 1 - Po, the effect of the - vTA term in the ex
ponent, in the limit v~ 00, is that everything happening out
side JYo = PoL 2( V) gets damped out. An analogous pheno
menon takes place for unbounded h. This is the content of 
the following proposition. 

Proposition 2.2: Let h be a real function on H2 satisfying 
(2.25). Let H v be the operator on L 2( V) defined by 

(Hvf)(p,q) = h (p,q)f(p,q)· 

Let E (v,h;t ) be the contraction semigroup given by Proposi
tion 2.1. Define the operator PoH vPo on the domain 
{ j;Po feD (H v) J • Obviously D CD (PoH vPo)' Assume that 
PoH vPo is essentially self-adjoint on D. Then, for all T> 0, 

s-lim E(v,h;T) = Po exp( - iPoHvPoT)po' (2.50) 
1'-+00 

where, with a slight abuse of notation, we write 

exp( - iPoH vPo T) for exp( - i PoH vPo T). 
-=-=--=-0-

Remark: Note that the condition that PoH vPo ID be 
self-adjoint is an extra condition on h, which is not fulfilled 
by all h satisfying (2.25), not even if H v is essentially self
adjoint on D, and PoDCD notwithstanding. It may happen 
that PoHvPolD has more than one self-adjoint extension 
[e.g., h (p,q) =p2 + (1 - 3A )q2 - Aq4,A >0] or none at all 

[e.g., h (p,q) = pq3 + ~pq]. The condition that PoHvPolD 
be self-adjoint ensures that exp [ - i PoH vPo ID T] is well 
defined and unitary. This is needed in point (7) of the proof 
(see below). The condition on PoH vPo ID may be weakened, 
however (see the remark following the proof of Proposition 

2.1); it is sufficient to require that PoHvPolD be maximal 
symmetric. In that case a slightly weaker conclusion than 
(2.50) holds: in some cases one has to substitute "weak limit" 

for "strong limit." Note that if PoH vPo ID is maximal sym
metric (this includes the self-adjoint case), we automatically 

have PoH vPo ID = PoH vPo . 
Before starting on the proof of Proposition 2.2, we state 

the following lemma which we shall need. Since it is easy to 
prove, we omit the proof here (see also Ref. 13, Lemma 
V 1.2). 

Lemma 2.3: Let JY be any separable complex Hilbert 
space. Let B n be a sequence of bounded operators on JY, 
with w-limn~oo Bn = B. suppose that 

IIBn II..; 1, all n, 

IIBtPll = IltPll, all tP e JY. 
Then the Bn converge strongly to B. 

Remark: A corollary to this lemma is that the integral in 
(2.6) actually converges in the strong sense; that is, for any 
increasing sequence of compact sets K n ("increasing" means 
Kn CKn + I for all n) such that unKn = H2, one has 

s-lim r dp dq lP,q) (p,ql = I 
n~oo JKn 21r 

[take Bn = f KJdp dq/21r)lp,q) (p,ql,B = 1. Since IIBn II..; 1, 
all the conditions for the lemma are fulfilled, and the above 
statement follows). 
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We now proceed to prove proposition 2.2. 
Proof of Proposition 2.2: (1) Since we shall work with one 

fixed h, we shall drop this label in our notation for E (v,h;t ): 

E (v,t) = E (v,h;t), EO(v,t) = E (v,O;t) = exp( - vtA ). 

Since the E (v,t) are contractions, liE (v,t)lI..; 1, it suffices to 
provethestrongconvergenceonD. Forf, g e D, we have [see 
(2.46)], for all t>O, 

(f,E (v,t)g) 
t 

= (f,EO(v,t)g) -if ds(f,E(v,t-s)HvEO(v,s)g). 

o 
(2.51) 

Hence, for k> 0, 

I (f,E(v,t )hkl ) I 0;;; I (f,EO(v,t )hkl ) I 

t 

+ f dsl(f,E(v,t-s)HvEO(v,s)hkl)1 

o 

..;e-vktllfll + (v-'k -'lIlfIlIlHvhklll. 

Since D is dense, this implies 

IiE(v,t)hkllio;;;e-vkt + (v-'k -1)IiHvhk11i. (2.52) 

Hence, for k>O: IiE(v,T)hk/ll~ as v~oo (since T>O), 
which proves 

s-lim [E(v,T)(I-Po)] =0. (2.53) 
><-00 

(2) We can use (2.52) to prove an estimate that will be 
useful below. From (2.52) we see that for any feD there 
exists a constant Cf (depending on/) such that, for all t>O, 

IIE(v,t)(I- Polflio;;;Cf(e- vt + V-I). 

Takegl eL 2(V). For arbitrary E>O, we can findfe D such 
that Itf - glllo;;;E. Hence 

IIE(v,t)(I- Po)gIIl";E + CAe-vt + V-I). 

This implies, for g2 e L 2( V), that 
T 

f dt I (g2,E (v,T - t )(1 - Po)gl) I 
o 

O;;;ETIIg211 +Cfllg211[v-IT+v-I(I-e-VT)]. 

It is always possible to choose Vo such that for v>vo the 
second term in the right-hand side of this inequality becomes 
smaller than E. Since E was arbitrary to start with, we have 
therefore proved for all gl' g2 e L 2(V) that 

T 

lim f dt (g2,E (v,T - t)(1 - Po)gl) = O. (2.54) 
~oo 

o 

(3) We now concentrate on PoE (v,T)po' Take any strict
ly increasing sequence (vn)n'vn>O, with limn-->oo Vn = 00. 

Fixt>O. Since IIPoE(vn,t)Pollo;;;l, there exists a subsequence 
(Vn(k))k of (vn)n such that PoE(Vn(k),t)po converges weakly. 
By the standard diagonaIization trick, one finds there exists 
a subsequence (Vk)k of(vn)n such thatthe PoE (vk,t)po con
verge weakly for all rational values of tin R+. 
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(4) For f, g e Do = PoD ( = finite linear span of the hoi)' 
and any t e R+, we see from (2.51) that [use EO(v,t)g = g] 

I!!.... (f.E(Vk,t)g) 1= 1- i(f.E(Vk,t)Hvg)1 
dt . 

<lIfIlIlHvgll· 

Since this bound is independent of k (and of I) this implies 
that for fixed f, g e Do, the functions Fk.J,g(t) 
= (f,E(Vk,I)g) form a (uniformly) equicontinuous family 
of functions lR+_c. Since the Fk converge for leQ+, a 
dense set in R+, this implies that they converge for all 
leR+; namely, for all 1>0, (f,E(v",I)g)-Foo,J,g(l) as 
V-oo. 

(5) for any I, F oo,J,g is obviously sesquilinear in f, g. 
Moreover, since the E (v,t) are all contractions, we have 
IFoo,J,g(I)i<lIfllllgll. By Riesz' lemma this implies that 
there exist operators L t e &J (Ko) such that, for allf, g e Ko 
and all Ie R+, 

(2.55) 

(6) Putting together (2.51) with some estimates, we can 
find an explicit form for the operators Lt. Let f, g be arbi
trary elements of Do. Then 

(f,Lt g) 

= lim (f,E(Vk,I)g) [see (2.55)] 
k-oo 

~ ~ [Ug) -i J dtU,E(~"T-t)H·g)l 
[use (2.51), together with EO(v,t)g = g] 

r 

= (f,g) -i lim fdl(f,E(Vk,T-t)(I-Po)HVg) 
k-oo 

o 
r 

-i lim fdt(f.E(vk,T-t}PoHvg). 
k_oo 

o 
The second term is zero by (2.54); in the third term we can 
interchange the limit and the integration because of the 
dominated convergence theorem, which gives 

r 

(f,Lrg) = (f,g) -i f dt(f,Lr_tPoHvg)· (2.56) 

o 

:gquation (2.56) holds forf, g e Do' Introducing the operator 
Lt on L 2( V), defined as the trivial extension of L t 

A 

L,/=O, if flKo, 
A 

L,/=Ltf, if feKo, 

we can rewrite (2.56), for allf, g e D and all 1>0, as 
r 

(f.Lrg) = (f'po g) - if dt (f.Lr-t PoHvPo g). 
o 

(2.57) 

Since PoH vPo is essentially self-adjoint on D, (2.57) implies 
for all 1>0 that 
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(2.58) 
A 

From (2.55) and the definition of Lro one sees that this im-
plies 

w-limPoE(vk,T}Po = Po exp[ - iPoHvPoT]Po. (2.59) 
k_ oo 

Since (Vk)k was a well-chosen subsequence of an arbilrary 
increasing sequence (v .. ) .. , with lim .. _ oo v .. = 00, (2.59) im
plies 

w-limPoE(v,T}Po =Po exp[ -iPoHvPoT]Po. (2.60) 
>'-+00 

(7) Equation (2.60) is still not quite what we want, since it 
only gives weak. convergence, while we are interested in 
strong convergence. However, we shall see that we can, by 
applying Lemma 2.3, convert this weak into strong conver
gence. Let us restrict ourselves to Ko. If we define E (v,t ), 
Hv to be the obvious restrictions to Ko of PoE(v,l}Po, 
PoHvPo, respectively, (2.60) can be rewritten as 

w-limE(v,T) = exp( - iHvT). 

Since exp( - iHvT) is a unitary operator on Ko, and 
liE (v,T)1I < 1, we can apply Lemma 2.3, and conclude 

s-lim E(v,T) = exp( - iHvT). 

This then implies, on L 2( V), 

s-limPoE(v,T}Po =Po exp[ -iPoHvPoT]Po. (2.61) 
...... 00 

(8) Comparing (2.61) and (2.53) with (2.50) one sees that 
we only need to prove still that (1- Po)E(v,t}po converges 
to zero. This is an easy consequence of the fact that the E (v,t ) 
are contractions, while exp( - iPoHvPoT) is unitary. Take 
fe L 2( V). Let Ebe arbitrary, with E> O. Because of(2.61) we 
know that there exists avo such that 

IIPo [E(v,t) - exp( - iPoHvPot )]Pofll<E, for all v;wo' 

Since Po exp( - iPoHvPot}Po = exp( - iPoHvPol }Po, this 
implies 

lie - iPJlvPotpo fll2 - IIPoE (v,l}Po f1l 2<2EIIPo fll· 

Hence, for v;;'vo ' 

11(1 - Po)E(v,t}PofIl2 

= IIE(v,t}PofIl 2 -IIPoE(v,t}PofIl 2 

<1!PofIl2 _lIe-iPJlvP.rPofIl2 + 2EIIPofll 

= 2EI!Pofll· 

Since E andfwere arbitrary, this proves 

s-lim (I - Po)E (v,l}Po = 0, 

and (2.50) now follows from (2.53), (2.61), and (2.62). 

(2.62) 

Remark.·We already noted above that the condition on 
Po HvPo may be weakened. We only required that 
PoH vPo ID be essentially self-adjoint in order to be allowed 
to make the transition from th;: integral equation (2.57) to the 
"integrated form" (2.58) for L r . There are, however, more 
general conditions under which this transition is still permit
ted. 
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We first make some general remarks. Let Tbe a closed 
symmetric operator on a complex Hilbert space K. We de
fine its deficiency indices n ± as n ± = dim Ker(T· ± ill. 
Let s be any strictly positive real number. One checks easily 
that iT + s is closed, and for all ; ED (T), 

II (iT + s)¢JlI>s 11;11· 
This implies that Ran(iT + s) is closed.IfRan(iT + S ) = K 
then (iT + S ) -I exists, and II (iT + s ) -III <s -I. This is a nec
essary and sufficient condition for iT to be the generator of a 
strongly continuous contraction semigroup (this is the 
Hille-Yosida theorem; see, e.g., Kato13

); we denote this se
migroup by exp( - iTt ). But [Ran(iT + S W 
= Ker( - iT· + s), hence Ran(iT + s) = K if and only if 

n+ = O. Therefore, iT generates a strongly continuous con
traction semigroup if and only if n + = O. It turns out, due to 
the fact that T is symmetric, that this semigroup consists 
entirely of isometries [for ; ED (T), one checks that 
(d /dt )lIexp( - iTt )¢J1I2 = 0, hence lIexp( - iTt )¢JII = 11;11. 
Since D (T) is dense and exp( - iTt) a contraction, this ex
tends to all of ~. If n _ = 0, the same analysis as above 
holds for - T instead of T. We have then that all strictly 
positive real numbers lie in the resolvent set of iT, and 
II(-iT+S)-III<s-1 for S>O. This implies 
Il(iT· + s)-III<s -I,i.e.,iT·isageneratorofastronglycon
tinuous contraction semigroup exp( - iT·t). In fact, 
exp( - iT·t) = [exp(iTt )]*. 

Let us now specialize this to the case at hand. It is clear 

that we have to assume at least that PoH vPo ID is maximal 
symmetric. Hence either n+ = 0 or n_ = O. If n+ = 0, 

PoH vPo I D is the generator of a contraction semigroup, and 
we are allowed to conclude (2.58) from (2.57). This then leads 
to the weak limit statement (2.59). Since exp( - iPoH vPo T) 
is still an isometry, Lemma 2.3 can still be applied, and the 
arguments in points (7) and (8) of the proof of Proposition 2.2 
still carry through. 

Ifn_ = 0 we can apply the above to - h. We have thus 

s-lim E (v, - h;T) = Po exp[ iPoH vPo T ]Po. 
\'-+00 

Taking ad joints, we see that this implies [use (2.47)] 

w-lim E(v,h;T) = Po exp[ - iPoHvPo)·T ]Po, 
\'-+00 

where we have used (PoHvPo)* = (PoHvPoI D)· since 

PoHvPolD = PoHvPo. Note that we only can conclude 
weak convergence in this case (due to the taking of adjoints). 

Summarizing, we see that if PoHvPolD is maximal 
symmetric, then 

s-limPoE(v,h;T}Po =Po exp[ -iPoHvPoT]Po, 
...... 00 

(2.63) 

w-limPoE(v,h;T}Po =Po exp[ - i{PoHvPo)*T]Po, 
v-+oo 

ifn_{poHvPo) = O. 

Ultimately we are interested in convergence of the 
&' v(h ), the integral kernels of the operators E (v,h;t), rather 
than in convergence of the operators themselves. As a conse-
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quence of the constructions we made in Sec. II A, we can 
easily conclude that the &' v (h ) converge in the sense of the 
Schwartz distributions. 

To see this, let us first define the operator H on K by 

f dPdq H = --IP,q)h (p,q)(p,ql· 
21T 

This definition is consistent with our earlier notations; the 
operator Hv on L 2(V) associated to H by means of (2.13) 
coincides with the multiplication operator H v defined by 
(2.32). We have, therefore, according to (2.14), 

A 

PoH vPo = H, (2.64) 
A 

where H is defined by (2.10). This implies [use (2.12)] 
A 

Po exp( - iPoHvPoT}po = [exp( - iTH)] . 
A 

According to (2.11), [exp - (iTH)] is an integral operator, 
and its integral kernel is given by the cs matrix elements of 
exp( - iTH). Hence 

[Po exp( - iPoHvPoT}Po ](p",q";p',q') 

= (p",q"lexp( -iHT)p',q'). 

We find therefore that both the E (v,h;T) and their limiting 
operator Po exp( - iPoHvPoT}Po are integral operators on 
L 2(V). It is then easy to show, using the fact that the 
Schwartz test functions on R2 are elements of L 2( V), that the 
convergence proved in Proposition 2.2 implies convergence, 
in the sense of the distributions, of the integral kernels 
&' v(h ), for all T> 0, to the integral kernel of the limiting 

. operator. We have thus (d-lim = limit in the sense of the 
Schwartz distributions) 

d-lim &' ,,(h;p",q",T;p',q',O) 

= (p",q"lexp( - iHT)p',q'). (2.65) 

In the final theorem of this section we shall see that we 
can do better than this, i.e., that we can prove in addition 
pointwise convergence of the &' ,,(h ), provided the function h 
satisfies a condition slightly stronger than (2.25). To prove 
this theorem we shall make use of formula (2.45) and of Pro
position 2.2. Actually we shall only need weak convergence 
of the operators E (v,h;t); this enables us to consider also op
erators H which are not self-adjoint, but only maximal sym
metric [see (2.63)]. 

Theorem 2.4: Let H be a maximal symmetric operator 
on K, which can be written as 

H= --IP,q)h(p,q)(p,ql. f dPdq 
21T 

Assume that Dc, the finite linear span ofthe harmonic oscil
lator eigenstates Wk' is a core for H. Suppose that the func
tion h satisfies the following . 

(Cl) For every a> 0 

f dp dqlh (p,qWexp[ - a(p2 + q2)] < 00. 

(C2) For some 0</3 < 1 

f dp dqlh (p,qWexp[ _P(p2
2
+ q2)] = ep < 00. 

Then, for all pit ,q" , p' ,q' in R, and all t " > t " 
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~~ 21Te*" - '')12 f exp [ ~ f (p dq - q dp) 

- i f h (p,q)dt ] dp,rv(p,q) 

{

(p",qHlexP[ - i(t" - t')H] p',q'), 

ifn+(H) = 0, (2.66) 
= «(,q"lexp [ -i(t" -t')H*]p',q'), 

Ifn_(H) =0. 

Herep, rv is the product of two independent Wiener measures 
(oneinp, one inq), pinned atp',q' for t = t', and atp",q" for 
t = t ". The normalization of p, rv is given by 

f dp,rv( p,q) = [21TV(t" - t,)]-l 

{ 
(p" _ p')2 + (q" _ q')2} X exp - ~-~~~-~-'-

2v(t" - t') 

and the connected covariance is (x either p or q; tl <t2) 

(x(tl)x(t2W == (x(t l)x(t2) - (x(tl)(X(t2) 

= vtl[1 - t2/(t" - t 'I], 

where (I) = (Sdp,rv/)/(Sdp,rv). If the limit is taken in the 
sense of the Schwartz distributions, then (2.66) already holds 
if only (C 1) is satisfied. 

Proof (1) We take, without loss of generality, t ' = ° and 
t" = T>O. 

(2) We shall use (2.45), relating f?}J v(h ) with f?}J v(h = 0). 
Ifwe write (2.45) also for f?}J v( - h ), take the complex conju
gate, and apply (2.47a), we find another such integral equa
tion for f?}J v(h ). Combining this with (2.45) leads to 

f?}J v(h;p",q",T;p',q',O) 
T 

= f?}J v(O;p",q",T;p',q',O) - i f dt f d~:q 
o 

X f?}J v(O;p" ,q" ,T;p,q,t)h (p,q)f?}J v(O;p,q,t;p',q',O) 

T " 

- f dtl f dt2 f dP~:ql f dp~:q2 
o 0 

X f?}J v(O;p",q",T;Pl,ql,ttJh (Pl,ql) 

X f?}J v(h;Pl,ql,tl;P2,q2,t2)h (P2,q2) 

X f?}J v(0;P2,q2,t2;p',q',0). (2.67) 

A calculation analogous to what was done above [see (2.26)] 
shows that all the integrals in (2.67) converge absolutely (for 
fixed v). 

(3) Let us introduce a new notation. For p,q E K,v,t> 0, 
we define </Jp,q,V" E L 2( V) by 

</Jp,q,v,,(Pl,qtJ = f?}J v(O;Pl,ql,t;P,q,O) 

= (eV'/2/(2 sinh [ vt 12]))exp{ (iI2)(pql - Plq) 

-1 coth(vt 12)[(p - ptJ2 + (q - ql)2]]. 

One easily calculates 

II</Jp,q,v" II = (1 - e - 2v')-1/2. 

Using (CI), one can check that </Jp,q,V" E D(Hv). As v tends to 
00 (the other parameters remaining fixed), </Jp,q,v,,(Pl,ql) con-
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verges pointwise to a familiar expression 

</Jp,q,v,,(Pl,ql) 

~xp{(iI2)(pql - Plq) - H(p - ptJ2 + (q - qtJ2]] 
A 

= (Pl,ql!P,q) = (UwP,q)(PlJqtJ, 

where we have used the notation of Sec. II A. An easy calcu
lation shows that this convergence also holds in L 2( V): 

II</Jp,q,v" - Uwp,qll = (e2v' - 1)-1/2. (2.68) 

(4) With this new notation we can rewrite (2.67) as 

f?}J v (h; pIt ,q", T; p' ,q' ,0) 

= f?}J v(O;p",q",T;p',q',O) 
T 

- if dt (</Jp",q",V,T-,,HV</Jp',q',v,,) 
o 

T " 

- f dtl f dt2 (Hv</Jp",q",v,T_",E(v,h;tl - t2) 
o o 

XH v</JP',q',V",) (2.69) 

(5) One can derive a similar integral equation for 
(p",q"lexp( - iTH)p',q') [we assume n+(H) = 0; a similar 
derivation can be made if n _ (H) = 0]. Since (CI) ensures that 
the w p,q lie in the domain of H, one can write 

(p",q"lexp( - iTHlP',q') 
T 

= (p",q"!P',q') - if dt (p",q"lexp( - itH)Hp',q') 

o 
T 

= (p",q"!p',q') - if dt (p",q"IHp',q') 

o 
T " 

- f dtl f dt2(p",q"IHexp[ -i(tl -t2)H]Hp',q'). 
o 0 

(2.70) 
Transposing the inner products in (2.70) toL 2( V) by means of 
U, and subtracting the resulting equation from (2.69), we 
obtain 

f?}J v(h;p",q",T;p',q',O) - (p",q"lexp( - iTH)p',q') 

= [f?}J v(h = O;p",q",T;p',q',O) - (p",q"!P',q')] 
T 

'f A p',q' 
- I dt (</Jp",q",v,T- ,,H v(</Jp',q',v" - Uw ) 

o 
T 

-if dt(</Jp",q",v,T_' - UwP",q",HvUwP',q') 

o 

T " 

-i f dtl f dt2(Hv</Jp",q",v,T_'" 
o 0 

T " 

- i J dt l J dt2(Hv(</Jp",q",v,T_', - UwP",q"), 

o 0 
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T t, 

- f dtl f dt2(HvU(i)p·,q·,{E(v,h;tl - t2) 

o 0 

" 'q' -Po exp[ -iPoHvPo(tl-t2)]PoIHvU(i)P' ), 

Let US denote these six terms by A 1., •• ,A6 (in the above order). 
We shall see that each A r+O as v_ 00, which proves the 
theorem, 

(6) Using the explicit expression (2.16) for f/J v(h = 0). 
one easily finds 

IAII«eVI - 1)-I[ 1 + !(p" _ p')2 + !(q" _ q')2] 

xexp[ - (p" - p')2/4 - (q" - q')2/4] , 

henceAI-D, 
(7) For A3 we can use (2.68) and Cauchy-Schwarz, 

which leads to 
T 

IA 31<f dt(e2vt - 1)- 1/2I1HvU(i)p,q1l 

o 
co 

<v-IIIHvU(i)p,q1l f ds(e' - I)-lIZ. 

o 

This implies A3-D. 
(8) Let us now consider A 6• This term is the integral, on a 

bounded domain, of a function uniformly bounded by 
2I1HvU(i)p·,q·lI· IIHvU(i)P'411. and converging pointwise a.e. 

to zero for v tending to 00 [by (2.63)]. Hence. by the dominat
ed convergence theorem. A~. 

(9) For the remaining three termsAz• A 4 , and As we need 
estimates of IIHvt/Jp,q,v,,1I and IIHv(t/Jp,q,V" - U(i)p,q)II, which 
we shall compute using (C2). We have 

IIH vt/Jp',q',v" 112 

f 
dpdq eVI 

= ~ Ih (p,qW 4 sinh2(vt 12) 

Xexp{ -! coth(vt /2)[(p - p') + (q - q')2] I 

<If d~:q Ih (p,qWexp [ _P(p2/ qZ)]f/2 

xeVI [4SinhZ ~rl exp [P(p'2
2
+q'2)] 

X {f d~:q exp [ _ (coth ~ _ p) (pZ + q2)]} 112 

= ~ (; yl2 eVI [4 sinhz ~ J - I (coth ~ _ P ) - 1/2 

X exp[ p (p,2 + q'2)/2] 

<K exp[ P(p,2 + q'2)/2](1 _ e- vt )-3I2. 

Hence 

IIHvt/Jp',q',v"II<KI exp[ P(p,2 + q'2)/4](1 _ e- VI )-3/4, 

An "analogous calculation can be made for IIHvt/Jp',q',v" 
- U(i)p·,q')lI. Puttingy = evt 

- 1, a = 2(1 - P)<2, one finds 

IIHv(t/Jp',q',V,' - U(i)p"q')1I2<!(Cphr)1/2 exp[ P(p'2 + q'2)/2] {y-3a-I(1 + ay)-I 

X(2 + ay)-1(3 + ay)-1(4 + ay)-I[(a4 - 403 + 1202 
- 240 + 24~ 

+ 6o(a2 - 20 + 2lv2 + 6o(lla - 8lv + 60] 11/2 

<K' exp[p(p,2 + q'2)/2]y-3/2(1 + y)-1/2. 

Hence • 

ilHv(t/Jp',q',v" - U(i)p·,q'III ... X2 exp[ P(p,2 + q,2)14](eVI _ 1)-3/4. 

(10) With the help of these two estimates we can now discuss A 2' A4, and A s' We give here the explicit estimate for A4 
T I, 

IA41<KIK2 exp[P(p'2 + p"2
4
+ q,2 + q"2)] J dtl J dt2[ 1 _ e-v(T- I,,] -314 [eVI, - 1] -3/4 

o 0 

Since C' does not depend on v, we clearly have A4-D. Esti
mates for A 2,A s can be computed analogously; one also finds 
A 2-D, As-D· 

(11) Since Aj-D,j = 1, ... ,6, we have shown that 

If/J v(h, p",q",T; p',q',O) - (p",q"lexp( - iTH)p',q')I-D· 

This proves the main statement of the theorem. 
(12) The fact that convergence in the sense of distribu

tions follows already if only (Cl) is satisfied was proved by 
the argument preceding the theorem. Note that there, too, 
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I 
only weak convergence was needed for the operators 
E(v,h;T); the argument therefore extends trivially to maxi
mal symmetric H. • 

Remarks: (1) In our formulation of Theorem 2.4, we 
have used initial and final times t' and t " ,respectively, while 
in all our preceding analyses we took t' = ° (and t" = T). 
Since h (p,q) and therefore also H are time independent, this 
simply amounts to a relabeling of t. It is certainly plausible 
that all the above also holds for time-dependent Hamilto
nians, where the evolution operators are then taken to be 
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time-ordered products. For quadratic Hamiltonians, where 
everything can be calculated explicitly, this is indeed the 
case. 

(2) Strictly speaking, the pointwise limit proved in 
Theorem 2.4 is not stronger than the limit in the sense of the 
Schwartz distributions proved before. A close inspection of 
the proof shows indeed that our estimates of the difference 
functions .::1 j contain factors of the form 
expUP(p"2 + p,2 + q"2 + q,2)], which arenottempered dis
tributions. If h is polynomially bounded, better estimates can 
be made for the .::1 j' containing only polynomials in the 
p',q',p",q". These estimates then automatically imply con
vergence in the sense of the Schwartz distributions. 

(3) Note that we have always restricted ourselves to 
strictly positive time intervals: T> 0 in Proposition 2.2, and 
t" > t' in Theorem 2.4. For T= Oort' = t" there is no hope 
of proving convergence, since 

E (v,h;O) = 1, 

9 v(h;p",q",O;p',q',O) = 6(p" - p')6(q" - q') 

=1= (p" ,q" I,p',q'). 

(4) The construction above shows how the "antiordered 
symbol" h (p,q) comes into play, rather than the more ex
pected (and much more well-behaved) "ordered symbol" 
H(p,q) (as defined in the Introduction). Note that for qua
dratic Hamiltonians a result similar to (1.3), but where the 
functionH (p,q) is used in the path integral instead of h (p,q), 
also holds. 14 The price to pay for this change is that the 
measure has then to be replaced by a Wiener measure with 
drift terms (depending on H; see Ref. 14). This suggests that 
(1.3) might be one element ofa family of related results, each 
with slightly different Hamiltonian functions in the action, 
and accordingly different measures. 

III. THE SPIN CASE 

The spin case can be treated completely analogously to 
the canonical case, modulo a change in the basic setting of 
course. In Sec. III A we define our notation, and in Sec. III B 
we reinterpret the spin path integral for finite v as the inte
gral kernel of an operator on L 2(S 2). We state our final result 
(limit for v_ 00 ) in Sec. III C, without proof since the proofs 
are the same as in Sec. II. 

A. Notations and definitions 

At the end of Sec. III C we shall see, analogously to 
(2.66) in the canonical case, that the matrix element between 
spin coherent states of the unitary evolution operator asso
ciated to a spin Hamiltonian for spin s can be written as the 
limit, for diverging diffusion constant, of path integrals on S 2 

involving Wiener measure on the sphere. In all this the spin 
value s is fixed; s occurs also as a parameter in the path 
integral. In order to prove this relation we shall, however, 
also need matrix elements relating to other spin values than s 
(this is similar to the use of the I,p,q;k ) in the arguments in 
Sec. II, even though the final result involved only the I,p,q»). 
In order to make this distinction clear, we shall use the sym
bolj for any arbitrary integer or half-integer value, while s 
will be used only for the particular spin value (which can also 
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be any integer or half-integer) for which we wish to construct 
a path integral. 

Let K j be a (2j + 1 I-dimensional complex Hilbert space 
(j = p.~, ... ) carrying an irreducible representation of the 
Lie group SU(2). We denote the generators of the corre
sponding Lie algebra by Sk' k = 1,2,3; one has 

[SI,s2] = iS3 (plus cyclic permutations). (3.1) 

It follows that 
3 

L S~ =j(j+ 1)lj' (3.2) 
k=1 

where I] is the unit operator in K j • Let V,m) be a normal
ized vector in 7tJ such that 

S3V,m) = mV,m), m = - j, - j + 1, ... ,j. 

(We use here directly Dirac's bra-ket notation.) Let (),f/J de
note the usual coordinates on the unit sphere, where O..;()..; 1T, 
O..;f/J < 21T. We define unitary operators on K j by 

U(fl) = U((),f/J) = exp( - if/JS3)exp( - i()S2)' 

The spin coherent states (for state V,m») are then given by1S 

Ifl;j,m) =I(),f/J;j,m) = U((),f/J )V,m). 

We shall be more specifi~ally interested in the Ifl;j,j) 
(m = Jj. We therefore also introduce the notation 

Ifl;j) = I(),f/J,j) = U((),f/J JV,j). 

For a given value of s, the states Ifl;S) will be the analog of 
the states I,p,q) in the canonical case, while the Ifl;j,m) will 
playa role analogous to the I,p,q;n). As in the canonical case, 
the Ifl;S) form an overcomplete set in Ks; their "overlap 
function" is given by 

«() ",f/J" ,sl() ',f/J ';S) 

= I cos[(() " - () ')/2]cos[(f/J " - f/J ')/2] 

+ i cos[(()" + () ')/2]sin[(f/J" - f/J ')12] J2s. 
As in the canonical case, the spin coherent states Ifl;j,m) 
give rise to a resolution of the identity in K j (for any m 
value) ~ 

~ f dfl Ifl;j,m) (fl;j,ml = I j , (3.3) 

where dfl = sin () d() df/J, ~ ==(2j + 1)/4tr. One can also 
prove [from the orthogonality relations for the representa
tions ofSU(2)] that for V - j'1 >0 and integer, 

rfJ E Kj' X E K J :::} f dfl (rfJlfl;j,m) (fl;j',mlx) = O. 

(3.4) 
Note well the same value of m! 

One of the intermediate steps in Sec. II was the interpre
tation of the path integral as defining the integral kernel of an 
operator on the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions 
on the label space H2 for the I,p,q). We shall need this here, 
too. We use the notation L 2(S2) for the square-integrable 
functions on S 2, with normalization 

11/112 = f:: I/(fl W, dfl = sin () d() df/J. 

For given spin value s (integer or half-integer, but fixed), 
we define functions h im by 
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h :m(O,cp) = ~21 + 2s + 1 (n;1 + s,sll + s,m). (3.5) 

Here / takes all non-negative integer values (I = 0,1,2, ... ); for 
each value of I, m takes any of the 2(1 + s) + 1 values 
- (/ + s), - (I + s) + 1, ... ,(1 + s). One checks from (3.3) and 
(3.4) that the h:m form an orthonormal set in L 2(S 2), i.e., 

J 
dn h :'m' (n)h:m (n) = ~/I'~mm" 
41T 

(3.6) 

Note that for s = 0, the hi': O(n ) 
= (2/ + 1)1/2(n;I,01/,m) are exactly the familiar spherical 

harmonics 

(3.7) 

Hence the h ~m are not only orthonormal, they also form a 
complete set for L 2(S 2). We shall see that this is true for any 
value for s (integer or half-integer). 

Explicit calculation (see, e.g., Ref. 16) shows that the 
h:m can be written as 

h :m (O,cp ) = Kim ejm~ (1 + cos ° )Is + mil2( I _ cos ° )Is - ml12 

X P(ls+ml.ls-mi) (-cosO) 
l-max(O.lml-s) , (3.8) 

where the Kim are constant factors (normalization plus 
phase), and where theP~'P) are the Jacobi polynomials. Us
ing the well-known fact that the p~.P)(x), k = 0,1, ... , are a 
complete orthogonal set on L 2([ - 1,1]) with respect to the 
weight functions (1 - xt(l + xjP, one sees again from (3.8) 
that the h im are orthogonal. Since for every value of m the 
associated allowed I values range from max(O, 1m I - s) to 00 

[this follows from - (/ + s)<.m<} + s], the lower index of 
the Jacobi polynomial in the right-hand side (rhs) of (3.8) 
ranges from ° to 00. This ensures that for fixed m and cp, the 
him (O,cp ) form a complete set in the ° variable. Consequent
ly, the him are a complete set in L 2(S 2). Taking into account 
(3.6l also, we conclude that the him' 
/ = ~1,2, ... ,m = - (1 + s), - (I + s) + 1, ... ,1 + s, form a 
complete orthonormal basis in L 2(S 2). 

For 'I/J E K s' we define by f", the function 

f",(n) =.j2s + 1 (n;sI'I/J). 

It follows from (3.3) that the map t/l--f", is isometric from 
Ks into L 2(S 2). The image of Ks under this map is a closed 
subspace of L 2(S 2), which we shall denote by JIt'! [this is the 
analog of Ko in Sec. II; we have introduced an extra super
script s because different s values lead, of course, to different 
subs paces JIt'! of L 2(S 2)] . We shall denote the isomorphism 
between Ks and JIt'! by Us: 

Us:Ks~JIt'!, (U'I/J)(n) =.j2s + 1 (.f1;sI'I/J), 

where the notation Us stands for the operator Ks ~L 2(S 2) 
defined as Us = Is 0 Us, where Is is the natural embedding 
~ ~L 2(S 2). The orthogonal projection operator in L 2(S 2), 
mapping L 2(S 2) onto JIt'!, will be denoted by P ~. 

Again, we define possible ways of transporting and ex
tending an operator on Ks to an operator on L 2(S 2). These 
two constructions are completely analogous to what we did 
in Sec. II [cf. (2.10)-(2.14)]. 
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(1) Given R E fJj (Ks), we define R E fJj [L 2(S 2)] by 
A 

Rf=O, ifflJlt'!, 
A. A -1 . 
Rf= UsRUs J, If fEJIt'!. 

A 

Then R is an integral operator on L 2(S 2) with integral kernel 
(2s + 1) <.f1 ";SIR.f1 ';S) 

(f,Rg)=(2s+1)Jdn" Jdn' f(n") 
41T 41T 

X (n ";sIR n ';s)g(n '). (3.9) 

(2) Given R E fJj (Ks), with 

J

d.f1 
R=(2s+1) 41T In;s)(n;slr(n) (3.10) 

[any operator in fJj (Ks) can be written in this form, with r a 
smooth function], we define Rs on L 2(S2) by 

(Rs f)(n ) = r(n )f(n ). 

(The index S stands for sphere.) 
One checks again that 

A 

P~ RsP~ =R 

and 
A A 

[exp( - itH)] = P~ exp( - itH)P~. 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

So much for our notation and definitions in the spin 
case. In the next subsection we introduce spin path integrals 
and show how they can be interpreted as integral kernels for 
operators in L 2(S2). 

Note that since Ks is finite dimensional, we only have 
to deal with bounded operators this time (unlike the canoni
cal case). Since the function r(n ) in (3.10) can always be cho
sen as a smooth function, and since S 2 is compact, we also 
only have to consider bounded functions r(n ). This simplifies 
the discussion considerably. 

B. Definition of the path Integral (for finite v) 

We define our v-dependent spin path integral as 

&'~,h(n ",t ";n ',t') 

= 41TeY.s{t· - t ')12 J exp [is J cos ° dcp 

- i J h (O,cp )dt ] dp."w(O,cp), 

where p. "w is the Wiener measure on the sphere S 2, pinned at 
n" for t = t" and at n' for t = t', and defined such that 

J dp."w(O,cp) = (41T)-1{exp [v(t" ; t'~]) (n ",n') 

= i: exp [ _ _ v(,-t _If _-_t..!-')'..:..(/--,+--,I...:...)] 
1=0 2 

1 

X L Ylm (n ")yr", (n '), 
m= -I 

where the Y1m are the standard spherical harmonic func
tions. For a restricted class of Hamiltonians, analogous path 
integrals for spin systems were already discussed in Ref. 15; 
the principal difference consists in the presence, in Ref. 15, of 
extra drift terms in the measure, which are absent here. 
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In the canonical case, in Sec. II, we could calculate 
[ljJ v(h = 0) explicitly, and thus identify the generator A of the 
semigroup with integral kernel [ljJ v(h = 0). In the present 
case, we have no explicit expression for [ljJ v(h = 0); we can, 
however, by standard techniques determine the partial dif
ferential equation associated with the above path integral. 
One finds thus that [ljJ v (h;IJ,I;1J ' ,I ') is a solution to the par
tial differential equation 

at [ljJ v (h;IJ,1 ) = - [vAs + ih (IJ)] [ljJ v (h;IJ,1 ), (3.14) 

where 

A =l.[ __ I-aesinoae 
s 2 sin 0 

- _._1_ (a~ _ is cos 0)2 -s] . (3.15) 
SID2 0 

The kernel [ljJ v (h;IJ,I;1J ',1') is completely determined by 
(3.14) and the initial condition 

[ljJ v (h;I1,1 ';IJ ',1') = 4m5(1J -IJ') 

= 41r8(tP - tP ')8(cos 0 - cos 0 '). (3.16) 

In order to define As, given by (3.15), as an operator on 
L 2(S2), we need also to specify the domain D (As) of As. We 
define 

D(As) = {/;e~/2jED( -A)}, 

where D ( - A ) is the usual domain of the Laplacian on the 
sphere. Note that, as in the canonical case, As is "almost" 
equal to ( - !) times the Laplacian. In the present case we 
even recover the Laplacian if we put s = O. For half-integer 
values of s, the functions in D (A s) are not continuous at 
tP = O. This poses no problem, however; we define a ~ on 
these functions, at the points tP = 0 or tP = 21T, as the suitable 
right or left derivative. 

It is easy to check thatAs' defined by(3.15), with domain 
D (As), is a self-adjoint operator on L 2(S 2). This operator will 
be the analog, for the spin case, of the operator A in the 
canonical case. The property of A which turned out to be 
crucial in the proof of Proposition 2.2 was (2.24); this showed 
that any vector in Ko was an eigenvector of A with eigenval
ue 0, while on K; the spectrum of A IK! was bounded below 

by a strictly positive number. In the limit v-co, this made 
everything collapse onto Ko. The same is true here. It is not 
difficult to check, using (3.5), (3.1), (3.2), and 

sh im(O,tP) = (U(0,tP)S3 1 + s,sll + s,m), 

that 

Ashim = [/(/+1$+ 1)/2]him. (3.17) 

Since obviously him ED (A.) for all I,m, and since the him 
are a complete orthonormal set of vectors in L 2(S 2), (3.17) 
tells us thatA. has a purely discrete spectrum; its eigenValues 
and eigenvectors are given by (3.17). We have, as in the ca
nonical case, that A.I~ = 0; moreover, on ~, As is 

bounded below by ~ > o. For h a real smooth function on S 2, 

we define the operator Hs on L 2(S2) by [as in (3.11)) 

(Hs f)(1J ) = h (IJ )f(1J ). 

Since h is a bounded function, Hs is a bounded operator, and 
vA. + iHs, defined onD (A.), is a closed operator generating 
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a contraction semigroup on L 2(S2). From (3.14) and (3.16) 
one then sees that the integral kernel for this semigroup is 
given by [ljJ v (h ) 

{ exp [ - (vA. + iHs)(1 " - I')] }(IJ ",IJ ') 

= [ljJ v (h;1J ",1 /1;11 ',1 '). (3.18) 

C. The limit for v_ co 

Exactly the same arguments as in Sec. II show that 

s-lim exp[ - (vAs + iHs)T] = p~ exp( - iP~HsP~T)p~. 
V--oo 

(3.19) 

Note that sinceHs isalwaysbounded,exp( - iP~HsP~T)is 
always well defined and unitary (unlike the canonical case). 

The integral kernel of the operator in the rhs is given by 

[P~ exp( - iP~HsP~ T)P~] (IJ ",IJ ') 
'" = [P~ exp( - iHT)P~](1J ",IJ') [use (3.12)], 
'" = [exp( - iHT)] (IJ ",11') [use (3.13)], 

= (1$ + I)(IJ ";slexp( - iHT) IJ ';s) [use (3.9)], 

where 

f dlJ 
H=(1$+1) 41r 11J;s) (1J;Slh (IJ). 

Together with (3.18) this implies 

d-lim 41r exp [ vs(t " - 1 ')/2] 
V--oo 

x f exp [is f cos 0 dtP - i f h (O,tP )dl ] dp,';v(O,tP ) 

= (1$ + 1)(11 ";slexp[ - iH(I" - I')] IJ ';S). 

Moreover, one can show, in a way completely analogous 
to the proof of Theorem 2.4, that the limit also holds 
pointwise. Note that no extra conditions on the function h 
are needed here, since h can always be chosen to be a contin
uous, bounded function. 

Putting everything together, we can formulate our final 
result for spin path integrals. 

Theorem 3.1: Let s be any integer or half-integer number 
(non-negative). Let Hbe any Hermitian operator on K •. Let 
Hbe generated by the smooth real function h (O,tP) by 

f dlJ 
H = (1$ + I) 41r IIJ;s) (1J;slh (IJ). 

Then, for alllJ ",IJ' in S2, and for all I" > I', 

41T [VS(t" - I')] f [f lim --exp exp is cos 0 dtP 
....... 00 1$ + I 2 

- i f h (O,tP )dl ] dp,';v(O,tP ) 

= (IJ ";slexp[ - iH(I" - I')) IJ ';S). 

Here p,';v is a Wiener measure on the sphere S2, with diffu
sionconstantv,andpinnedatlJ II = (0 ",tP ")forl = I" and at 
IJ' = (0' ,tP ') for t = t'. The normalization of P,'W is given by 
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I dp,"w((},t/J) = f exp [- vjt" - t ')/(1 + 1)] 
1=0 2 

1 

X L Y1m(fi ")Yt,,(fi'). 
m= -I 
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APPENDIX: CONNECTION WITH PREVIOUS PROOF 

Theorem 2.4 had been announced by us earlier,4 in a 
weaker version, namely (see Ref. 4) 

lim I dp" dq" I dp' dq' ("'IP",q"){21reVTI2 
>'-+00 21r 21r 

xI exp [~ I (pdq -qdp) 

- i I h (p,q)dt ] dP,"w} (p',q'lt/J ») 
= ("',exp(- iTH)t/J). (AI) 

To see that (AI) is weaker than Theorem 2.4 let us go 
back to the properties of the cs. It follows from (2.5) that for 
any (bounded) operator B on JY and any ""t/J E JY 

(""Bt/J ) = I dp" dq" I dp' dq' 
21r 21r 

X ("'IP",q") (p" ,q" IB p',q') (p',q'lt/J ). (A2) 

It is therefore clear that (2.37) implies (A 1). The reverse is not 
true, however; due to the overcompleteness of the cs, the 
matrix element (p" ,q" IB p' ,q') in formula (A2) can be re
placed by any element of a large equivalence class of func
tions. 

The proof for (AI), sketched in Ref. 4, was different 
from the one given here. The main difference lies in the inter
pretation of the path integral expression for finite v (corre
sponding to Sec. II B in the present paper). Let us restrict 
ourselves, in this discussion of the difference between Ref. 4 
and the present paper, to the case where h is a bounded func
tion, hence H v a bounded operator. In Ref. 4, we introduced 
an abstract Hilbert space 

where each JYn was a copy of JYo • It turns out that the 
Hilbert space L 2( V) we have used here is nothing else than a 
concrete realization for this K; the subspace JYo C L 2W) 
~rresponds to the zeroth space",JYo in the construction of 
JY. The nth subspace JY n C JY corresponds then to the 
closed linear span in L 2( V) ofthe (h nl ),1 = 0,1,2, .... We also 

"'-
introduced vectors lP,q; P ) ) in JY defined as 
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"'-
With the identification JY ++ L 2( V), these can be written, in 
our present framework, as 

00 00 

lP,q;P» = L L pnl2 hnm(p,q)hnm · 
n=Om=O 

The operators, defined in Ref. 4, 
00 00 

A = Ell nIn, I(P) = Ell pn1n. 
h=O n=O 

H = lim I dP
2 

dq lP,q; P » « p,q; P I h (p,q) 
fJ--+1 1r 

correspond to. reSpectively, A [as defined by (2.23)], 
lIP) = exp(A lnp), and Hv. We also introduced in Ref. 4 
the operators 

EN = I d~:q e- iE""(P,Q)IP,q;PN» «p,q;PNI, 

where 

EN = T I(N + 1), 

PN = [1 - vT 12(N + l)]I[ 1 + vT 12(N + 1)]. 

Finally, we rewrote fJ1 v(h) as [using our present notations, 
"'-

and identifying JY and L 2( V)] 

I dP~:q" I dP~:q' ("'1.0" ,q") 

X fJ1 v(h;p",q",T;p',q',O)(p',q'It/J) 

(A3) 
A 

with P N as above, and U as defined in Sec. II A. In the limit 
N-+oo, obviously, s-limN~oo I(PN) = 1. The limit oflEN)N 
was more tricky, because of the complicated N dependence 
of EN' Using a theorem of Chernoff, 17 one can show, how
ever, that 

s-lim (EN)N = exp[ - T(vA + iHv)]. 
N~oo 

(A4) 

This can intuitively be guessed already from the matrix ele
ments of EN between the hkl 

(hkl,ENhrs) = f dp dq hkl(p,q)exp[ - iENh (p,q) 
21r 

- Uk + r)/2]vEN + o (E1)]h rs (p,q). 

Substituting (A4) into (A3) leads to the interpretation of 
fJ1 v(h ) as a generating function [in the sense of (A2)] for the 

"'- "'-
operator U· exp [ - T (vA + iH v)] U. This conclusion is of 
course weaker than (2.33), and therefore led to the weaker 
result (AI) in Ref. 4. 
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